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New Easy-To-Assemble Outdoor Kitchen Islands from SABER
Bring You One Step Closer to Your Dream Outdoor Kitchen
COLUMBUS, GA – February 2016 - Saber Grills has
unveiled a new line of stylish, quick assembly outdoor
kitchen islands, giving homeowners an easy way to create or
upgrade their outdoor entertaining space. The islands come
equipped with SABER premium natural gas grills and
commercial grade stainless steel refrigerators, drop-in ice
chests, and storage drawers.
For years, outdoor kitchens have been on the list of top 10
home remodeling trends. With a price range of $20-$50,000
for custom designed kitchens using premium components,
installing one is sometimes cost prohibitive. These easy to assemble islands from SABER give homeowners a
flexible option if budgets are limited, if space is tight, or if they are looking for a quicker installation.
SABER’s EZ Outdoor Kitchen Islands are manufactured in the USA and are among the most versatile islands on
the market: They are made of lightweight but heavy-duty coated aluminum rather than stucco or stone so they can
be used on wooden decks, and can be moved if you change residences or redesign your outdoor area. They are
equipped with the most popular components used in large, custom-designed outdoor kitchens. They include only
commercial grade 304 stainless steel components that are built to last. They were manufactured for easy set up -they come with a pre-wired GFCI outlet, use one common fastener, weigh less than 150 pounds without the
components, and can be assembled in less than one hour. And at seven feet long, the islands are sized right to fit in
a variety of spaces.
“Outdoor kitchens continue to grow in popularity but installing one with well-crafted components can be costprohibitive or too time-intensive for some homeowners,” said Gary Butler, general manager, Saber Grills, LLC.
“This is an easy, attainable solution that doesn’t sacrifice quality materials or cooking performance. Our goal was to
create a better option than what currently exists today – in terms of price, versatility
and construction.”
The SABER EZ Outdoor Kitchen Islands are available in two different
configurations and two color combinations, each with SABER’s award winning
premium natural gas grills. The I Series
includes a built-in three-burner SABER grill,
an 18,000 BTU dual control side burner, a
drop-in ice chest and a double access door under the grill (MSRP $6,399.99).
The SABER EZ Outdoor Kitchen R Series includes a built-in three-burner
SABER grill, an 18,000 BTU dual control side burner, a 4.1 cu ft outdoor
rated stainless refrigerator, a double drawer/door combination and an
enclosed paper towel holder (MSRP $7399.99).

About SABER: Saber Grills, LLC designs and manufactures superior performing, premium grills, outdoor kitchen
components and outdoor cooking accessories for exclusive distribution through the specialty retail channel. Based
in Columbus, Georgia, the SABER brand is a division of Char-Broil®, one of the oldest and most respected
outdoor cooking companies, whose parent company is W.C. Bradley Co. (www.wcbradley.com), a privately-held
company that owns several high-quality consumer goods in the leisure market. SABER is sold exclusively through
independent outdoor living retailers. Visit SABER grills at www.sabergrills.com.

